we were successful in carrying out hydrogen-only optimization of the C:Gm:G:C quartet, while freezing the heavy atoms.
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3 SECTION S1
Additional Computational Details
Using the 'Het Groups' option of PDBsum 1 database, a unique 3-letter code corresponding to each of the 15 modified residues participating in higher order interactions (Table 1 ) was used to retrieve the relevant list of PDB entries submitted till 18 July 2016. The retrieved crystal structures were further filtered according to their resolution, and structures with resolution better than 3.5 Å were selected for further analysis. Further, experimental or modelled (in absence of experimental structure) structures of unmodified counterparts of modified higher order interactions were also considered for this study. For geometry optimization of the base triples and quadruples that do not involve interaction of ribose sugar, the sugar moiety was removed and the C1' atoms of the participating nucleosides were replaced with hydrogen atoms. For the higher order interactions that involved base-nucleoside interactions, the ribose sugar of the nucleoside that interacts through its sugar-edge was retained, after replacing the 5'-OH group of its ribose sugar with a hydrogen atom. Further, in case of triples involving the dinucleotide platform interactions between adjacent nucleotides, the phosphate backbone joining the platform was retained after neutralizing it with a hydrogen atom. Geometry optimization of the modified base triples were carried out at the B3LYP/6-31G(d,p) 2, 3 level using Gaussian 09 4 , which was selected in synchrony with previous studies on RNA base pairs [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] . The geometries of the corresponding unmodified triplet geometries were also optimized for comparison. Although we were able fully optimize all the triplet structures, only one (m 5 U:G:A:A) of the three (m 5 U:G:A:A, C:Gm:G:C and A:Gm:G:C) quadruples, as well as its unmodified counterpart could be fully optimized. However, the modification at the sugar edge of one of the nucleobases, and consequent requirement of inclusion of ribose sugar in the calculations prohibited the full optimization of C:Gm:G:C and A:Gm:G:Cquartets. Nevertheless, 5 S11). However, due to inadequate description of dispersion interactions, B3LYP functional underestimates the binding energy by up to 2 kcal/mol compared to the RIMP2/aug-cc-pVDZ method used in the present work. However, interaction energies calculated at the M06-2X level with same basis set match very well with the RIMP2/aug-cc-pVDZ values. Further, (RI)MP2/augcc-pVDZ interaction energies of hydrogen bonded RNA nucleobases compare very well with reference MP2/CBS(T) interaction energies, where an underestimation of only up to 1.1 kcal/mol is observed compared to reference values. 15 Additionally, Morokuma decomposition 16 of interaction energies was carried out on the charged base pairs, at the HF/6-31G(d,p) level, to estimate the electrostatic contribution to interaction energies.
Twelve of the total seventeen modified higher order associations had the corresponding unmodified counterparts available in the crystal structure dataset. Geometry optimizations and binding energy calculations were carried out to on the unmodified motifs to understand the effect of modification on the structure and strength of these associations. However, for the six motifs that did not have the unmodified counterparts in the dataset, the structures of the corresponding unmodified motifs were modelled by carrying out geometry optimizations after replacing the modified base with the corresponding unmodified base.
E-Values of hydrogen bonds
To evaluate the relative goodness of hydrogen bonds within base pairs in their crystal occurrences as well as in optimized geometries, we have calculated a parameter called E-value, which is defined as: Occurrence frequency and RMSD for each motif is given in parenthesis. 
